Do you want to become
a Sustainable Chemistry
changemaker?
Chemistry is ubiquitous in our daily lives and has a 
great influence on our well-being. Applied correctly, it
can s
 ignificantly contribute to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals, e. g. to fight climate change,
pollution, hunger, resource scarcity and much more.
Chemistry and all sectors using chemical products need
to strive for more sustainable solutions. If you have an
idea that makes an impact for a more s
 ustainable world,
join our programme!

What is the ISC3 Global
Start-up Service about?
Our ISC3 Global Start-up Service is the provider of both
general and customised support for start-ups in the area
of Sustainable Chemistry. We target innovators along
the entire innovation chain and accompany them on
the journey from discovering an innovation to creating
marketable value and expanding their business. Our
service comprehensively addresses three key aspects:
sustainability, chemistry and global reach.

“ We believe that sustainable chemistry start-ups have
the potential to drive the chemical industry towards
sustainable development. At ISC3, we help them unleash
this potential.”
Andreas Förster,
Director ISC3 Innovation Hub

About ISC3
ISC3 was established in 2017 as a new independent
institution promoting and developing sustainable chemistry
solutions worldwide. Acting as an innovation promoter,
dialogue platform and an education hub, the ISC3 aims to
shape the transformation of the chemical sector towards
sustainable chemistry.

Sustainability
We foster commercialisation of
sustainable research and innovation
Chemistry
We address exclusively the needs
of chemistry-related start-ups
Global Reach
We create an enabling environment
on a global basis
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ISC3 Global
Start-up Service
The first programme supporting
Sustainable Chemistry innovators
worldwide

ISC3 Global Start-up Service at a glance

Inventors seeking to turn
their ideas into early-stage
innovations

Global ISC3 Spiderweb Network

Constantly growing network of organisations and individuals
promoting Sustainable Chemistry in different world regions

Which
support do
we provide?

General
Support

Create

Early-stage innovators
aiming to develop concrete,
marketable value

General
Support Plus

Expand

Innovators pursuing
expansion and commer
cialisation strategies

Customised
Support

Basic, universal support granted to all innovators joining the
ISC3 Global Start-up Service:

More personalised support to
promote your innovation:

Tailor-made support depending
on your needs:

·A
 ccess to Sustainable Chemistry Toolbox with tutorials
and educational materials on
entrepreneurship, business
development, sustainable
chemistry as well as relevant
market information

· Invitation to pitch events,
exhibitions and workshops
with investors and leaders
from industry, science and
politics

· Mentoring, IP management
support, help with access
to finance and prototyping
infrastructure, market knowledge and much more!

·A
 ccess to the global support
infrastructure of the ISC3
Spiderweb Network partners

· Publication of your innovation
on the ISC3 website

·M
 embership in the ISC3
Virtual Marketplace (to meet
like-minded start-ups, investors and industry partners)

Online brokerage and matchmaking platform providing a
vital space for networking, training and knowledge sharing

Discover

ISC3 Virtual Marketplace

Who can
participate?

